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Abstract. The development of information technology is now very fast. Almost all aspects of
life are touched by information technology, including games in learning. There are various kinds
of games in learning, one of which is an android-based mathematics learning game. This article
describes a descriptive research study, which aims to describe how interesting android-based
mathematics learning games according to junior high school students. The research subjects were
120 students in grade 7 junior high school. Students were given assignments at home to play
Android-based mathematics learning games that have been downloaded through the playstore,
then the students were given a questionnaire about mathematics learning games that were
interesting for students. The results of the questionnaire were analyzed descriptively then
discussed in accordance with the relevant theory.

1. Introduction
It is undeniable fact that technology has revolutionized the way people’s life in this modern world,
including in teaching and learning process. One of technology devices that in recent years has notably
recognized is mobile phone, where it comes in form of smartphone or tablet. Among these, smartphones
which based on android and connected to the Internet, are favored by large number of people worldwide,
without age consideration or economic background of users. Another important factor is the ability of
this devices in resembling computer, where it not only can be used as communication tools, but also it
provides software such as scientific calculator, PDF reader, or other counting applications that are
helpful for people’s activity.
Smartphone, nowadays, has been used for numerous purposes, ranging from business, health and
wellbeing, politics, economy, marketing and communication, and education as well. It is important to
use the smartphone in positive way since it employ cutting-edge technology which is able to gain and
spread information within minutes and in large scale of area. In education field, the use of smartphone
can be extremely beneficial, where it can be used as learning media. Gisela et al stated that integrating
of mobile devices into education development aims development of networks that include new working
and collaborative learning methodologies [1].
One feature of smartphone that attractive for majority of people is availability of games that can be
downloaded freely from play store. Copious of games from variety of genre such as sport, adventure,
action, simulations, Massively Multiplayer Online (MMO), educational games, and so forth, surely
interesting to be played particularly by teenagers since playing game is fun and attractive. Regardless
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the large number of android-based games provided in smartphone, there are limited numbers of
educational games which actually can be used as effective learning media for pupils.
Digital game these days are played by many people, teenagers and also adults. In school environment,
teacher finds a new breed of students of all ages engage in gaming, multitasking and social networking
[2]. Camileri also add that today’s teenager and adolescent play games on mobile devices including
smartphones and tablets [3]. Thus, to make playing game as something with beneficial value, it is
considered essential and effective to develop game that can be employed by students in learning
activities and the games supposed to be interesting as well. This paper aims to describe how androidbased learning games that are interesting for junior high school students be used in learning mathematics.
Android is chosen because it has been used widely in Indonesia, including by junior high school
students.
Mathematics Android-Based Learning Games
Mathematics is known to be one of the most challenging subjects around the world and myriad of
students find it hard to deal with it. Many researchers from different countries have employed several
strategies and approach to solve the problems, until the idea of using mobile phone as learning media
come into the surface. Visual media can increases students’ interests and also enhance students’
understanding to mathematical concepts [4]. Besides, research result reported by the Learning and Skills
Development Agency (LSDA) from the UK, which stated that in the future many youngsters will use
mobile phone not only as communication tools, but also as learning media, specifically in improving
their Mathematics and English ability [5]. Introducing games in learning mathematics is believed can
bring positive feeling through the lesson, since the use of this media closely related to less anxiety and
higher score, as well as the beneficial characteristic that make it valuable learning tools [6] [7]. Thus,
the availability of mobile phone which is now commonly known as android-based smartphone make it
possible to add games that can be used as media to learn mathematics.
There are several criteria of digital learning games, according to Hense, included the one with android
system [8].
1. Defining learning goals and playful elements of the games.
2. Including all learning principles/aspects;
a. Behavioral aspect; learner/player’s actions are completed with feedback, specifically
reinforcement; and there are time for exercise and practice.
b. Cognitive aspect; complex problem that suitable with game context are provided, as well as
the information and narrative needed to solve the problems
c. Constructivist aspect; provide relevant and real problems to players; create social context;
provide instructional support; and give opportunities for learners’ to construct certain
concept.
3. Recall positive emotions
a. Make sure that learners have fun
b. Attract curiosity
c. Nurture feel of satisfaction and pride
4. Motivate positive attitude, by; fostering intrinsic motivation, allowing sense of competence,
giving freedom to act by themselves, enabling social relatedness, understanding learner’s
interests, and enabling flow.
Game that be used in education field or known as educational game is defined by Al-Azawi[9] and
Gordon[10] as game being designed and used for teaching and learning, that have fun and educational
value, and actively can improve pupils’ motivation and engagement in learning process. Chang added
that the games can be used by teachers to create a pleasant environment, give sense of victory for
students; therefore, changes, challenges and fun can be noticed through entire learning process, and this
is the main reason for games appeal to students [11]. In his paper, Randel, Morris, Wetzel and Whitehill
(1992) stated that students’ internalization in the classroom positively increase when teacher use games
with curiosity-causing and challenging aspects [12].
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Learning by using game-based learning specifically on smartphone, according to Plass, et al [13]
demand games element, such as incentive system, that interesting for students, thus they want to engage
with the game, playing and learning as well [13]. Shaffer et al [14] also opine that in solving problems
through games and similar experiences in multiple concepts, students are able to connect abstract ideas
and real problems, while the process of understanding concept happen. Virtual world of games then can
be seen as powerful tool in creating good learning environment to understand certain concept [14] In
regards with mathematical learning process, using game will help students in understanding the
mathematical concepts easily and in enjoyable way. Therefore, students not only will gain more
knowledge, but also the experience about learning environment make the feeling of difficulty in learning
mathematics can be alleviated.
This article describes a descriptive research study, which aims to describe how interesting androidbased mathematics learning games according to junior high school students. This research is a
preliminary research about learning games that are interesting for junior secondary education students.
The results of this study will be used for the next research, namely the development of Android-based
games for junior high school in learning mathematics. In addition, the results of the study can also be
used for researchers who will develop learning games in general.
2. Method
The research subjects were 120 students in grade 7 junior high school. Students were given assignments
at home to play Android-based mathematics learning games that have been downloaded through the
Play Store. The students were given a questionnaire about an interesting mathematics learning game
according to the student.
The questions given to students are as follows:
a. What type of game is interesting for you?
b. What kind of colors in learning games that interest you?
c. Who are the characters in the learning game that you want?
d. How many players in the learning game do you like?
e. Total score in learning games, how much do you think it should be?
The results of the questionnaire were analyzed descriptively then discussed in accordance with the
relevant theory.
3. Results
3.1. Interesting type of Game
The results of the study about the types of games that are of interest to students are shown in Figure 1.
From the picture it can be seen that most students, 78 students (65%) are interested in adventure-type
games. 22 students (18%) were interested in acton type games, and 9 students (8%) were interested in
games with role playing types. While the remaining 11 students (9%) liked various types of games,
including sports, survival, and so on.

Figure 1. Interesting type of game
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3.2. Type of Color in Interesting Learning Games
Color is researched to find out what kinds of colors students like in a learning game. The results of the
research are shown in Figure 2. From these results showed that 80 students (67%) liked natural colors,
27 students (23%) liked the striking type of color, 8 students (7%) liked gray, while the rest like other
types of colors.

Figure 2. Type of Color in interesting learning games
3.3. Characters in Learning Games
Character is needed to determine the central figure in learning games. With the selection of the most
desirable students, the learning media will be more attractive to students. The results of the study can be
seen in Figure 3 which shows that 37 students (31%) liked themselves as the main character, 44 students
(37%) liked other people as the main character, 28 students (23%) liked animals as the main character.
While the remaining 11 students (9%) liked figures other than those mentioned above.

Figure 3. Characters in interesting learning games
3.4. Number of players in learning games
The number of players examined to find out the number of players according to students interesting and
liked in a learning game. The results of the study are shown in Figure 4. From these results showed that
39 students (33%) liked the presence of two players, 39 students (33%) liked three players, 8 students
(7%) liked one player, while the remaining 34 students (28% ) likes more than 3 players.
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Figure 4. Number of Players in learning games
3.5. Total score in Learning Games
The total score is needed to determine the score that can be obtained by a player in a learning game. By
determining the total score that is most desired by students, the learning media will be more attractive
to students. From the results of the research presented in Figure 5 shows that 19 students (16%) liked
the total score of 1 to 100, 33 students (28%) liked the total score from 1 to 1000. 40 students (33%)
liked the total score of 1 to 10000. While other students as many as 28 students (23%) liked a total score
of more than 10000.

Figure 5. Total Score in learning games
In addition to these results, several results obtained based on input obtained in writing from
questionnaires and interviews are there are some students who like sports-type games, funny games and
survival games. However, in general students like games with many challenges, such as those found in
adventure-type games.
4. Discussion
From this results it is known that students prefer the type of adventure game. This is in accordance with
the age of students in the range of 12 to 14 years. According to Piaget's theory of development, this age
includes formal operations. This can be used as a consideration for making adventure-type learning
games and can be directed to more formal operations. Various kinds of math learning games can be
made adventure models. Examples of math learning games with adventure type are adventures that
combine natural situations that are challenging with concepts in mathematics, such as the concept of
slope (gradient), number concept, building space and so on. Learning mathematics thorough androidbased games can help students including junior high school students in learning process. Elkind stated
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that students can get social, emotional, and intellectual skills when learning through games, since
through the process they can create new learning experiences [15].
The findings in this study are also in accordance with the results of Lowrie & Jorgensen's study [16].
In their research, They used an adventure game that was well-acknowledged by survey participants,
namely “The Legend of Zelda : Phantom Hourglass” [16]. This game challenged players to locate a lost
person by navigate different virtual environment. Like majority of games that using level-based mode,
this game adapted same method, thus the player have to complete a certain stage before moving to the
higher one. The game was selected due to its hand-held consoles, therefore it can be played in various
context and settings, and more importantly it was in line with curriculum based mathematics ideas (e.g.,
problem solving, two-and-three dimensional space, and position) [17].
In terms of players’ number in learning through games, students have tendency to be in game with
more than 1 player. This can be used by teachers to design learning in groups by utilizing mobile-based
games. The number of group members can be 2, 3 or 4 according to the characteristics of the
mathematics material. This is in accordance with social constructivism developed by Vygotsky.
Plowman, McPake, and Stephen (2010) stated that digital game can promote collaboration, problem
solving and communication, experimentation and exploration of identities [3]. In their age, Sardone
stated that when students were asked about the value of gaming technologies related to learning, 51%
of them grades 6-12 noted that games make it easier to understand difficult concepts ; 50% stated they
are more engaged with the subject; and 44% argued that solving problems were more interesting when
they playing games while learning [18]. Lenhart et al (2008) also provided research finding of the Pew
Internet & American Life Project that indicated that media such as computers, the web, consoled, and
handheld devices like smartphone, are used by 97% of youngsters aged 12-17 for playing digital/video
games [19].
It can be concluded that playing games is attractive for majority of teenagers, thus developing
mobile games that can help them learning mathematic will increase their understanding and also create
comfortable environment for learning.
From the study it was also found that students like natural colors in learning games and a high total
score. Natural colors will make students' attention not split and can reduce cognitive load so that students
can concentrate on playing games. A high total score (more than 100) gives a long score range, so
students are more motivated to get a higher score. By getting a high score students will feel more
satisfied and increase their confidence.
5. Conclusions
To make good math learning game, it is important to consider types of games that are interesting for
students so they want to run it. Through interesting learning games, it is expected that mathematics
learning will be preferred by students.
Game with adventure type is the type of game that is most liked by students. In adventure type games
there are many challenges with various situations, this makes students like the game. In addition students
are also happy with learning games with natural colors that are not flashy, the number of players is more
than 1 player. People in learning games can use themselves players, other people or animals. While the
total score used in the learning game, the higher the total score used, students are more like.
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